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The Unbearable Lightness of AI



What is AI?

Why Now? 

What Now?



AI is the ability of a machine to solve a problem that only humans
thought they could solve

What is AI?



Algorithmi

AI is the ability of a human to solve a problem that only mathematicians 
thought they could solve



Can a machine think?

The universal machine



Deep Blue: 1997 Rembrand: 2016
Jeopardy: 2011 Go: 2017 

L’IA est la capacité d’une machine à résoudre un problème 
que seuls les humains pensaient résoudre  

AI is (a Prowess of) Computer Science



What is AI?

Why Now? 

What Now?



(1) Algorithms that learn

(2) Machines that network

Why Now?



D’ou vient la puissance du numérique?Algorithms that learn

From data and mistakes 





Each user has a profile

Alice Bob

Xavier

YannCarl

Dave

Collaborative filtering

Learning from neighborgs



Networks of Machines 

Parallel and distributed

D’ou vient la puissance du numérique?Algorithms that network



L’IA est la capacité d’une machine à résoudre un problème 
que seuls les humains pensaient résoudre  The power of distributed computing





FROM CIRCUS ANIMALS TO PETS



AI is faster and makes fewer mistakes than humans

But AI makes faster and bigger mistakes



Bad Network = Bad Everything



What is AI?

Why Now? 

What Now?



L’IA est la capacité d’une machine à résoudre un problème 
que seuls les humains pensaient résoudre  Master the principles 

What Now?

Protect but beware



Gradient Descent, Jaccard Similarity, 
Central Limit Theorem, …

Principles 

Distributed Computing, Networking, 
Consensus, Privacy….   



Robustness

Theorem (BEGS17): no linear combination of DSGD 
updates is robust to a single adversarial worker 







Consensus Impossibility 

Theorem (FLP85): no algorithm can solve 
consensus among an asynchronous 

network of machines 



State Machine Replication





Privacy vs Robustness vs Efficiency

Theorem (AGS23): private, robust and 
efficient machine learning is impossible



Decidability 

Theorem (Turing36): algorithms cannot solve all 
problems (halting, printing, satisfactoriness…)



« Here are my principles, if you do not 
like them, I have others » G. Marx


